
Headshots



If you decide to include hair and/or 
make-up services then on the day 
of your session you will start with 
those services and from there we 
will choose your first outfit. With my 
expertise, I will guide you into 
poses that are the most flattering 
forfor you while ensuring that your 
hair, outfits and jewelry are all in 
their proper places. This session 
usually takes approximately 1.5 
hours from beginning to end.

Hello, and thank you for contacting 
KLH Photography for your 
professional headshot session! We 
will work with you to make sure we 
capture the message you want to 
communicate to your intended 
audience. We will do this by 
discussingdiscussing what the images are 
going to be used for,  who the 
intended audience is and how you 
would like to be portrayed. I will 
also answer any questions you 
may have about choosing your 
outfits and/or what backdrops we 
should consideshould consider. 

How would you like to be 
photographed?
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Your personal brand or company usually determines the style of portrait we create. 
For example, you may wear a suit and tie if you’re a lawyer or you may wear 
something more relaxed if you’re an interior designer and pose with an inviting, 
relaxed demeanor. Your body language is important. What do each of these people’s 
expressions say to you? Did they come to my studio knowing how to pose like this? 
Nope. I will work with you to make sure we bring out the message you wish to 
convey to your intended audience.

I suggest bringing about 5 outfits to the shoot; ironed and stain-free I suggest bringing about 5 outfits to the shoot; ironed and stain-free 
Solid colors are best.

Wear minimal jewelry, we want the focus on you, not your bling.
Unless of course you are a jewelry designer.
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We can create you a banner for your Facebook and/or LinkedIn business 
page. These banners include an image of you and any text you’d like to 
include, i.e., the name of your business or a promotion you are currently 
having.
Similar to Facebook and LinkedIN, Instagram has size and dimension 
guidelines for images. We can help create a promotable image for your 
Instagram business account.
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Approximately one business day after 
your shoot, you will receive a link to a 
gallery of your images where you can 
choose the ones that you love. I will 
lightly retouch them and provide 
them to you in full resolution in both 
color and black and white.
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What happens after the shoot?



kasey@KLHphotography.biz
475.422.5892

prices good until Dec 2019

Hair services -        85
Make-up services - 85

All images come in both color and black and white...your gallery will be 
ready for your review 24 to 48 hours after your shoot.

Two outfits, professional direction and 2 
digital images, retouched.

approx. 20 minutes studio time
225

Multiple outfits, professional direction and 6 
digital images, retouched.

approx. 40 minutes studio time
325

Multiple outfits, professional direction and 8 
digital images, retouched.
approx. 1 hour studio time
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PORTRAITS FOR THE 
BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL


